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SEO Planning

1) YouTube Optimization

2) Image Optimization

3) Blog Optimization



Additional Ways to Optimize
1)YouTube

2)Images

3)Blogs



Video & YouTube



Video & YouTube



YouTube Ranking Factors
YouTube has cited Audience Retention as one of its main ranking factors. In short, this is 
how long people watch your videos before exiting.

The Audience Retention report analyses :
• Average view duration for all videos on your channel
• Top videos or channels listed by watch time
• Audience retention data for a specific video for different time frames
• Relative audience retention for a video compared to the YouTube average for similar videos

Other YouTube ranking factors surrounding engagement:
• Video comments
• Subscribers – after watching a video
• Video shares
• Click-through rate
• Thumbs up/Thumbs down



YouTube Ranking Factors
According to the YouTube SEO Ranking Factor Study, published on 
Briggsby, the most important aspects of ranking well on YouTube are:

• Watch time
• Channel authority
• Positive sentiment & engagement
• Broad match keyword targeting across title, description, and keyword tags



Why am I #1 You Tube but Not Google?
Just because your video takes the top position in YouTube dose not 
necessarily translate to a page one listing in Google for your video.

• Google does not always list video in search results
• Ranking in YouTube is separate from Google
• Is the video embedded in an SEO relevant web page?
• How many links does the video have?



YouTube SEO Basics
When it comes to YouTube SEO, a lot of the optimization work can be encapsulated into a 
process that you can apply to all your old videos and then to each video as you publish it.
Here’s what you need to know if you want your content to rank number one on YouTube for 
the keywords you care about.

Start with keyword research
• Given that YouTube is a video search engine, you should approach content creation in a strategic way, as you 

would when optimizing your website. This means conducting keyword research to find out what your audience is 
interested in and how they talk about it online.

Track your YouTube search rankings
• You probably track your positions in the Google search results for a range of your favorite keywords, but are you 

doing this with YouTube? If not, you should be!



YouTube SEO Basics
Content is king, but consistency is queen
• Obviously, to compete with all the other creators in the fast-paced, aggressive world of YouTube, you need great 

content that stands out from the crowd. While achieving a viral hit is great, remember that YouTube isn’t just 
about views: You’re looking to build a subscriber base and form long-term relationships with viewers.

• How can you accomplish this? By producing quality content and publishing it on a regular schedule. Posting 
irregularly will only hurt you and result in lost subscribers.

Short is not sweet
• Beware of agencies and production houses that tell you people only watch short, one- to two-minute videos on 

YouTube. Remember, YouTube’s ultimate goal is to compete with television so they can charge TV-like 
advertising rates. What they’re looking for is high-quality, long-form content that will allow them to run more ads 
and keep users on the site for longer. Videos that are at least five minutes in length tend to perform better and 
have a higher chance of ranking in Google searches.

• A key metric to keep an eye on is watch time — not just for each video, but for your channel overall. Ideally, you 
should be seeing monthly increases in watch time as your channel grows.



Video Length
When YouTube first launched, part of the algorithm was based on views. The more 
views your video got, the higher it ranked. YouTube changed their policy. While 
they still count aggregate views they do so in conjunction with engagement 
metrics:
1) Number of seconds viewed and 2) Comments & Likes

Its better to create content rich videos that drive user engagement at least 60 
seconds long, for 2 main reasons:

1.The more seconds you can keep a user on your video, the higher it will rank. Therefore, 
having longer videos will add more seconds to your count.

2.In YouTube's mind, anything less comes off as spam. The longer your video, the more 
content (i.e. better user experience).



Video Length
But don’t create 20 minute videos that trail off because you will loose your 
audience and drop offs hurt your SEO effectiveness in You Tube.

You Tube Analytics Help Show How People View Your Video



Video & YouTube

Upload Ranking Factors

1) Title
2) Video File Name
3) Detailed Description 300+ Words 
4) Keyword Tags
5) Custom Thumbnail
6) Playlist
7) Comments
8) Closed Caption Enabled
9) Category & Additional Info 



Video Name & Title
• Use a video title that is at least 5 words long and up to 70 characters in length. Having a 

catchy, relevant and descriptive video title will enable you to include targeted keywords.
• Placing the targeted keywords closer to the beginning of the title is recommended.
• Make sure the raw video file you upload includes the keywords in the file name.
• Check that your titles don’t get cut-off in suggested videos, search results, and mobile



Video Description
• Many people make the mistake of only writing a few sentences for the description. This is 

your chance to expand on the information in the video with links, calls to action and 
performer bios. 

• If you want people to click on a link to your website, include it “above the fold,” before the 
“Show more” prompt. 

• Create an enticing hook in that first sentence that will get people to click “Show More” to 
see the rest of your video’s description.



Video Description
• Another tip that is effective is creating a video table of contents and allow people to skip 

and click to a part of the video.



Keyword Tags



Custom Thumbnail
• Thumbnails and titles are usually the first thing viewers see when browsing on YouTube. They 

work together as a team to build anticipation while accurately representing what’s in your 
video.

• When viewers click into your video and stay to watch through, this lets YouTube know that the 
viewer is enjoying your content. However, if your thumbnails and titles don’t deliver on their 
promise of what’s in the video, viewers tend to leave almost immediately, which can limit your 
discoverability on YouTube.



Playlists
• Playlists allow you to create libraries of videos under a given category which can include a 

target keyword phrase. Playlists help boost your videos in both YouTube and Google.



Closed Captioning
• Supported subtitle and closed caption files

• A subtitle or closed caption file contains the text of what is said in the video. It also contains time codes for when each line of text 
should be displayed. Some files also include position and style info, which is especially useful for deaf or hard of hearing viewers. See 
what file formats YouTube supports below.



Closed Captioning



Category & Additional Info



Video & YouTube

Posted Video Ranking 
Factors

1) Title
2) Views
3) Likes (Votes)
4) Shares
5) Saved
6) Subscriptions
7) Comments



Your YouTube Channel

1) Customize Banner
2) Create Playlists
3) Create Link to Website
4) Channel Customization



YouTube Monitoring Software
Tube Buddy Extension

1) Auto Translator
2) Best Practice Audit
3) Insta-Suggest
4) Keyword Explorer
5) SEO Studio
6) Search Term Explorer
7) Search Rank Tracking
8) Search Rankings
9) Tag Rankings
10) Tag Sorter
11) Video A/B Test
12) More



YouTube Monitoring Software



YouTube Monitoring Software



YouTube Monitoring Software



YouTube Monitoring Software



Image Optimization
Some people search for items using Google image search. This not only allows you an 
edge over the competition but can increase your footprint on page one.
1. Resize your images
2. Optimize image file names
3. Use alt tags
4. Optimize the image title
5. Include captions
6. Use unique images
7. Ensure that your text complements the images
8. Use site maps



Resize Your Images
Image size and file size are not the same thing. Image size refers to the dimensions of an image. File size is 
the amount of space needed to store it on the server.

Images with higher resolution and larger dimensions slow your page load times considerably. While they 
work well for print reproduction, they aren’t needed for the web.



Resize Your Images
Image Optimization Tools

• Affinity Photo

• Pixlr (JPEG optimization)

• ImageOptim (Mac only)

• Kraken (bulk compression)

• Gimp

• Paint.NET

• JPEG Mini

• OptiPNG

Word Press Plugins Optimization Tools

• Yoast SEO

• ShortPixel

• EWWW Image Optimizer

• WP Smush

• TinyPNG

• ImageRecycle

• Optimus Image Optimizer



Image File Names
Choosing the right file name is important for your page SEO and for ranking in image search results. Before 
uploading any image, name the file with relevant, descriptive keywords to get the most SEO power.

Include target keywords at the beginning and separate them with hyphens. Don’t use underscores because 
search engines don’t recognize them and won’t be able to “see” the words individually.



Image Alt Tags
Viewers may understand what a picture is about, but search engine spiders still need 
clues. Without alternative text, it’s impossible for search engines to accurately index your 
image content. A good alt tag provides context and helps visually impaired users too. 

First 3 Instances are most important to Google



Image Title
If you use WordPress, the image title is usually taken 
from the name of the file so you can sometimes leave 
it as it is. If you don’t use WordPress or the title 
doesn’t explain the image, rename it with the 
appropriate keywords in the same way as file names.

Image titles are less important for SEO, but they can 
provide additional context to the alt text. Image titles 
are more helpful in terms of user engagement. 
Consider adding a brief call to action such as “buy 
now” or “download today.”



Captions
Image captions – the words directly beneath images –
may not have a direct impact on SEO, but, unlike file 
names and alt text, captions are visible on a website 
page. For this reason, they can add to the user 
experience.

Most people are drawn to image captions to get a feel 
for the overall content. Without image captions, your 
bounce rates could increase, damaging your credibility 
with search engines.



Use Unique Images
Using stock photos is fine, but they won’t necessarily help your search rankings, as other 
websites often use the same images. In the same way that unique written content is 
better for SEO, it’s a good idea to upload unique images whenever possible.



Ensure your text complements the images
The copy on the page can help search engines determine the relevancy of your images. If 
it doesn’t include enough information to explain an image, add more relevant text, and 
describe the image if possible.



Image Site Maps
A site map is “a file where you can list the web pages of your site to tell Google and other search 
engines about the organization of your site content.”

Site maps are an important part of SEO because they tell search engines about all the pages of 
your site. To ensure that search engine crawlers notice every image – an infographic, meme, 
photo, video thumbnail, etc. – include them in your site map.

For these image map entries, include the title, description, URL location, caption, and license 
information. For video entries, include the title, description, URL location, thumbnail URL, and 
raw video file URL.

If your website is hosted on WordPress, you can use Yoast SEO, which will automatically add your 
visual content to a site map.



Blog Optimization
Some people search for items using Google image search. This not only allows you an 
edge over the competition but can increase your footprint on page one.

1. Keyword Research “Use long-tail keywords”
2. Create the perfect “h1” tag & Use helpful subheadings “h2, h3, h4”
3. Share your content with influencers to get backlinks
4. Include Interesting “Optimized” Images & Video
5. Create Call To Actions within the Copy or to the Right
6. Optimize your URL
7. Create Internal Links within the text copy



Long Tail Keyword Research 
Everyone knows that an article should include a focus keyword.

But not enough sites are using long-tail keywords.

Long-tail keywords are––you guessed it––long keywords that get super specific. They’re 
often easier to rank for, and they bring you targeted traffic.



Organize Your Content Using Heading Tags



Share your content with influencers to get 
backlinks

If you can grab the attention of influencers, you’ll likely get a nice backlink from them, 
which will, in turn, drive a ton more traffic to your site.

The most important part is getting your pitch right. You can’t be too pushy, but you want 
to get your foot in the door.

Here’s a template you can use for this:
Source = Quicksprout.com 



Create Call To Actions
Don’t assume people will read the entire article and search for something else to click 
on, Take the proactive stance and create a visual appealing graphic or image or text box 
that grabs their attention and offers a call to action.



Optimize Your URLs
Make sure that you customize the URL of each blog post and include the target keyword 
phrase in the URL. Remember to use Hyphens and Not Underscores.

Target Keyword = Lemon Cream Pie

URL = abc.com/Blog/Lemon-Cream-Pie/

Not:
Abc.com/hgnsyt?667788/Blog
abc.com/Blog/Lemon_Cream_Pie/



Create Internal Links
Internal links are just as important as outbound links. You might be surprised to hear it’s 
one of the most overlooked parts of on-page SEO.

Again, don’t overdo it. You should link to your own site much less than you link to other 
sites.  Aim for about 2-4 internal links in every post.



End of Session 5

Questions 

Assistance
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